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Optimize reaction coordinate as a function of collective variables  

Maximum likelihood estimator Cutting the shooting point ensemble 

Linear approximation and the evil z-potential

Least changed pathway 

One-way shooting
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Aimless Shooting

Likelihood

draw velocities from Boltzmann distribution

keep shooting points close to transition state

Reaction coordinate

linear combination of collective 
variables q:

maximization with respect to 
collective variables:

Numerical pB evaluation

Langevin dynamics:

friction γ = 2.5

temperature β = 2.5

time step Δt = 0.1

minimum energy path has reverse z-shape 

Linear approximation to reaction coordinate:

r(x,y) = a0 + a1*x + a2*y A Bbackward forward

least changed pathway

The resulting reaction coordinate 
depends strongly on the shooting 
point ensemble

3 sets, rc = 0.0 lines:

y = -0.08 + 0.206 x

y = -0.25 + 1.250 x

y = -0.50 + 2.450 x 

● linear approximation only valid close to 
the transition state

● tails of the shooting point ensemble 
have strong influence on reaction 
coordinate

pB - functions

good reaction coordinate from 
cut shooting point set

reaction coordinate shifted 
due to influence of tails

Bad fit for 
transition state 
region using 
the entire set!

• flexible path length 

• stochastic dynamics

• shooting moves:
• shoot forward or backward with a probability of 0.5
• accept forward (backward) shoot if it ends in B (A)

• shooting point distribution:

• accepted

• rejected

numerical pB map in the 
transition state area

z-potential in 
transition state area

pB = 0.5 can be approximated by y = 2.2 x in the transition state area

shooting points considered in the maximum 
likelihood analysis:

● shooting from a forward part ending in A

● backward (accepted A-B)

● forward (rejected A-A)

● shooting from a backward part ending in B

● backward (rejected B-B)

● forward (accepted A-B)

Shooting points stay close to transition state area!

● approximation to rc better than total 
shooting point ensemble 

● distribution of shooting points not entirely 
correct

● additional weighting of shooting points 
might be necessary

● alternatively include all shooting points 
along least changed pathway

➔high density of shooting points 
around transition state area

Further ideas:
● evaluate shooting point ensemble along a non-linear reaction coordinate
● project shooting point onto a one dimensional, string like reaction coordinate
● pB function not significant in the tails, pB value changes only around the transition state area

expression for the probability to be on 
backward/forward of the trajectory depends on 
previous least changed shooting point

The identification of a proper reaction coordinate is often a daunting task.  In complex systems the reaction coordinate is usually expressed as a function of some collective variables that condense the full phase space into physically important 
variables.  The choice of these collective variables though is not straightforward.  Peters and Trout [1] have developed a likelihood maximization method to analyze a shooting point ensemble obtained in a transition path sampling (TPS) simulation 
to quantitatively identify the best reaction coordinate described by the most important collective variables.  They use an aimless shooting algorithm in the TPS which is designed to keep the shooting points close to the transition state (TS) area.  
Here we discuss if their likelihood maximization analysis can also be used for other shooting point ensembles.  In particular we focus on the one-way shooting algorithm.  We find that we cannot use the entire shooting point ensemble if we want to 
approximate the reaction coordinate by a linear combination of collective variables since this linear approximation might only be true close to the TS.  But even a non-linear description of the reaction coordinate is problematic since the value of the 
committor probability along the reaction coordinate changes significantly close to the TS and is insignificant in the tails of the function.  A proper restriction of the shooting point ensemble is likewise not straightforward.  Here we discuss some ideas 
how the shooting point ensemble from a one-way shooting TPS simulation might be suitably adjusted.

[1] B. Peters and B.L. Trout, J. Chem. Phys. 125, 054108 (2006) 
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Shooting points are distributed along the entire transition path!
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